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Abstract. Continual Learning (CL) problems pose significant challenges
for Neural Network (NN)s. Online Domain Incremental Continual Learn-
ing (ODI-CL) refers to situations where the data distribution may change
from one task to another. These changes can severely affect the learned
model, focusing too much on previous data and failing to properly learn
and represent new concepts. Conversely, if a model constantly forgets
previously learned knowledge, it may be deemed too unstable and un-
suitable. This work proposes Online Domain Incremental Pool (ODIP),
a novel method to cope with catastrophic forgetting. ODIP also employs
automatic concept drift detection and does not require task ids during
training. ODIP maintains a pool of learners, freezing and storing the
best one after training on each task. An additional Task Predictor (TP)
is trained to select the most appropriate NN from the frozen pool for pre-
diction. We compare ODIP against regularization methods and observe
that it yields competitive predictive performance.

Keywords: Continual Learning · Online Domain Incremental Continual
Learning

1 Introduction

Though modern Neural Network (NN)s have shown great success in image clas-
sification and natural language processing, they assume training data to be
Independent and Identically Distributed (iid). Due to this assumption, once
confronted with a distribution shift in the input data, the model may undergo
costly retraining to preserve old knowledge while adjusting to the new distribu-
tion. Without retraining, an NN receiving non-iid data forgets its past knowl-
edge when confronted with a distribution shift. This phenomenon is identified
as “catastrophic forgetting” in literature [20,6,9,17].

Continual Learning (CL) currently attempts to minimize this catastrophic
forgetting in NNs via replay and regularization methods [17]. Though current re-
play methods outperform regularization methods in terms of performance, they
may not be suitable for situations with memory and privacy constraints on the
replay buffer[17,2]. Even though offline CL methods have been proposed, cur-
rent research mainly focuses on online methods to solve catastrophic forgetting.
This allows one to develop continually learning agents which are adaptive. But
resilient to catastrophic forgetting.
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Online Domain Incremental Continual Learning (ODI-CL) focuses on CL
models, which learn from one input distribution to another with minimum catas-
trophic forgetting. Here the class distribution remains the same. There are many
practical applications of this scenario in the modern IoT world. For example,
one could use an ODI-CL approach to avoid costly retraining of an X-ray image
classification model after a distribution shift in the incoming data due to some
hardware changes in the X-ray machine[22]. The same scenario could be valid for
many NN models that rely on hardware sensor inputs. Also, on certain ODI-CL
settings, replay approaches may be less preferred due to constraints on having a
replay buffer.

Considering the practical importance of non-replay ODI-CL, this work pro-
poses an ODI-CL method that alleviates catastrophic forgetting in NNs. But
superior to regularization methods. Here a tiny pool of small Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN)s are trained online. Once confronted with concept drift, it
freezes the best CNN for a given concept, considering the estimated loss of all
CNNs. Task Predictor (TP) is trained to pick the best CNN from the frozen
pool for prediction. This approach is further extended to automatically detect
concept drifts in incoming data using a Task Detection (TD) instead of relying
on an external task id signal. Experiment results reveal that both the proposed
methods: with and without automatic TD, surpass the performance of current
popular regularization methods.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

1. Online Domain Incremental Pool (ODIP): we introduce a novel method to
alleviate catastrophic forgetting for Online Domain Incremental Continual
Learning without using instance replay. Here, a small pool of tiny CNNs is
trained, and the best one is frozen at the end of each task. Task Predictor is
trained to predict the best frozen CNN for evaluation for a given instance.
The experiment results reveal thatODIP yields superior accuracy than regu-
larization baselines. Furthermore, an in-depth investigation is done to better
understand the effectiveness of different TPs on three ODI-CL datasets.

2. Instead of relying on an external task id signal during prediction, ODIP uses
an automatic Task Detection mechanism to detect tasks in the incoming
data. This allows ODIP to select the most appropriate frozen network to
produce predictions for each instance. ADaptive sliding WINdow (ADWIN)
is used to detect drifts in CNN’s loss to determine a new task. To the
best of our knowledge, this automatic Task Detection for Online Domain
Incremental Continual Learning has not been proposed before.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following section presents
the current developments in Online Domain Incremental Continual Learning,
including some practical use cases. The next section presents the proposed On-
line Domain Incremental Pool for ODI-CL. The experiments section explains
the experimental setup where the proposed method is compared against popular
ODI-CL methods on three datasets. It also provides insights into the effec-
tiveness of different Task Predictors. The final section provides conclusions and
directions for future research.
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2 Related work

The literature has thoroughly documented that an NN receiving non-iid data
forgets past knowledge when confronted with a concept shift [20,6,9,17]. Contin-
ual Learning (CL) attempts to continually learn with minimal forgetting of past
concepts [9,17]. In Online Domain Incremental Continual Learning (ODI-CL),
this learning happens online, and the data stream comprises different concepts
(distributions) with the same label distribution [17].

To avoid catastrophic forgetting in NNs, CL algorithms use two popular
approaches: regularization and replay. Regularization algorithms like Elastic
Weight Consolidation (EWC) [9] and Learning without Forgetting (LwF) [13]
adjust the weights of the network in such a way that it minimizes the overwriting
of the weights for the old concept. Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC) uses a
quadratic penalty to regularize updating the network parameters related to the
past concept. It uses the diagonal of the Fisher Information Matrix to approx-
imate the importance of the parameters [9]. EWC has some shortcomings: 1)
Fisher Information Matrix needs to be stored for each task, 2) requires an extra
pass over each task’s data at the end of the training [17]. Though different ver-
sions of EWC address these concerns [21,4,14], [4] seems to be the one suitable
for online CL by keeping a single Fisher Information Matrix calculated by a
moving average. Learning without Forgetting (LwF) uses knowledge distillation
to preserve knowledge from past tasks. Here, the model related to the old task
is kept separate, and a separate model is trained on the current task. When the
LwF receives data for a new task (Xn, Yn), it computes the output (Yo) from
the old model for new data Xn. During training, assuming that Ŷo and Ŷn are
predicted values for Xn from the old model and new model, LwF attempts to
minimize the loss: αLKD(Yo, Ŷo)+LCE(Y n, Ŷn)+R. Here LKD is the distillation
loss for the old model, and α is the hyper-parameter controlling the strength of
old model against the new one. LCE is the cross-entropy loss for the new task. R
is the general regularization term. Due to this strong relation between old and
new tasks, it may perform poorly in situations where there is a huge difference
between old and new tasks distributions [17].

Replay methods present a mix of instances from the old and current concepts
to the Neural Network (NN) based on a given policy while training. This reduces
the forgetting as the training instances from the old concepts avoid complete
overwriting of past concepts’ weights. GDumb [19], Experience Replay (ER)
[5], and Maximally Interfered Retrieval (MIR) [1] are some of the most popular
CL replay methods. Replay Using Memory Indexing (REMIND) [7] takes this
approach to another level by storing the internal representations of the instances
by the initial frozen part of the network and using a randomly selected set of
these internal representations to train the last unfrozen layers of the network.
Here, REMIND can store more instances’ representations using internal low-
dimensional features. In general, these replay approaches are motivated by how
the hippocampus in the brain stores and replays high-level representations of
the memories to the neocortex to learn from them [12].
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Recent research has focused on using ODI-CL methods to avoid costly re-
training in practical situations where the model is confronted with concept drift.
ODI-CL has been used in X-ray image classification to avoid costly retraining
on distribution shifts due to unforeseen shifts in hardware’s physical properties
[22]. Also, it has been used to mitigate bias in facial expression and action unit
recognition across different demographic groups [8]. Furthermore, ODI-CL was
used to counter retraining on concept drifts for multi-variate sequential data of
critical care patient recordings [2]. The authors highlight some replay methods’
infeasibility due to strong privacy requirements in clinical settings. This concern
is further highlighted in [17] empirical study as well.

Most of the current ODI-CL methods rely on an explicit end-of-task signal
during training. EWC and LwF use this signal to optimize weights, while replay
methods like ER use it to update their replay buffer. However, GDumb does
not rely on this signal for replay buffer updates. Though [17] identifies ODI-CL
as training without the end of the task signal. Practical implementations such as
[8] and [2] use the end of the task signal to employ CL methods such as EWC
and LwF. However, on the other hand, practical implementation in [22] assumes
a gradual distribution shift in the input data distribution where instances from
both the new and old tasks could appear in the stream for a certain period.

Our approach (ODIP) initially assumes the presence of an end-of-task sig-
nal at training and later proposes a method to detect it automatically. When
confronted with concept drift, the proposed method freezes the best NN from a
small pool of little networks, and a predictor is trained to choose the best network
from the frozen pool for a given evaluation instance. As it avoids using a replay
buffer, it is a good candidate for settings with higher privacy requirements.

3 Online Domain Incremental Pool
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Fig. 1: Proposed Online Domain Incremental Pool (ODIP)
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The ODI-CL is defined as the training set composed of multiple concepts
of non-iid data, where each concept has a different input distribution with the
same label distribution [17]. The goal of the learning algorithm is to minimize

Algorithm 1 train OC with LR

Input: Task Predictor TP : One Class Classifier with Logistic Regression , z: extracted
features

1: score, in class ← train OC(z)
2: train LR(score, in class)

catastrophic forgetting of the past concepts while performing well on the cur-
rent concept [17,7]. Initially, at training, we assume that the task id that signals
the end of a concept is available to the learning model. However, this infor-
mation is not available to the model during evaluation. Later, the proposed
method(ODIP) is extended to discard this external task id signal.

Algorithm 2 ODIP training algorithm

Input: P : pool of training CNNs, F : pool of frozen CNNs, T : task set, Xt: training
set for task t, TP : Task Predictor

1: Initialize pool F = {}
2: for all task t ∈ T do
3: for all mini-batch bt in training set Xt for task t do
4: z ← features from mini-batch bt for task t
5: for all learner p ∈ P do
6: Compute loss Lp of mini-batch bt and train CNNp

7: Update ADWINp with Lp

8: if task predictor TPp is One Class Classifier with LR then
9: train OC with LR(TPp, z)
10: end if
11: end for
12: if task predictor TP is Naive Bayes or Hoeffding Tree then
13: train TP (z, t)
14: end if
15: end for
16: Append the CNN with lowest loss estimated using ADWIN to F
17: end for

We propose an Online Domain Incremental Pool (ODIP), where P pool of
tiny CNNs are trained for each concept t with a given Task Predictor. The
Task Predictors could be None, Naive Bayes (NB), Hoeffding Tree (HT), and
One Class Classifier (OC) with Logistic Regression (LR). The Task Predictor is
trained for mini-batch bt using extracted features from a static feature extractor.
At the end of each task’s training, CNN with the lowest estimated loss is frozen
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and added into the frozen pool F . In the special case of OC with LR, the
relevant OC with the LR is also part of the frozen CNN. Algorithm 2, along
with figure 1, further explains this training approach.

Algorithm 3 Predict OC with LR

Input: Task Predictor TP : One Class Classifier with Logistic Regression, z: extracted
features.

1: score, in class ← predict OC(z)
Output: predict LR(score)

In ODIP, there are two vote aggregation methods for prediction: Weighted
Voting (WV) or votes from the best CNN (CNNbest). For Weighted Voting, the
probabilities of the Task Predictor are used as weights. In the CNNbest case, it is
either selected randomly from the F pool or the one predicted by Task Predictor.
Algorithm 4 further explains this. Recently proposed ODI-CL algorithms rely

Algorithm 4 ODIP prediction algorithm

Input: xt: instance of task t, F : pool of frozen CNNs, TP : Task Predictor, useWeight-
edVoting

1: z ← features from instance xt of task t
2: if useWeightedVoting then
3: if TP is Majority Vote then
4: votes ← 1/|F |

∑|F |
f=1 Predict(f, xt)

5: else if TP is One Class Classifier with LR then
6: votes ← 1/|F |

∑|F |
f=1 Predict OC with LR(TPf , z)× Predict(f, xt)

7: else
8: votes ← 1/|F |

∑|F |
f=1 Predict(TP, z)× Predict(f, xt)

9: end if
10: else
11: if TP is Random then
12: Select CNNselected randomly from pool F
13: else if TP One Class Classifier with LR then
14: CNNselected ← argmaxf∈F Predict OC with LR(TPf , z)
15: else
16: CNNselected ← argmaxf∈F Predict(TPf , z)
17: end if
18: votes ← predict(CNNselected, xt)
19: end if
Output: votes

on an explicit end of the task signal (task id) to identify the start of a new task.
ODIP is also relying on these explicit task ids to distinguish different tasks.
This reliance on an explicit task id may preclude one from employing current
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ODI-CL algorithms in real-life settings where it may be challenging to identify
such a signal explicitly.

Algorithm 5 ODIP training algorithm with Auto Task Detection

Input: P : pool of training CNNs, F : pool of frozen CNNs, T : task set, Xt: training
set for task t, TP : Task Predictor

1: Initialize pool F = {}
2: Initialize taskId = 0
3: for all task t ∈ T do
4: for all mini-batch bt in training set Xt for task t do
5: taskEnd← false
6: z ← features from mini-batch bt for task t
7: for all learner p ∈ P do
8: Compute the loss Lp of mini-batch bt and train CNNp

9: Update ADWINp with Lp

10: if ADWINp detects change then
11: taskEnd← true
12: end if
13: if task predictor TPp is One Class Classifier with LR then
14: train OC with LR(TPp, z)
15: end if
16: end for
17: if task predictor TP is Naive Bayes or Hoeffding Tree then
18: train TP (z, taskId)
19: end if
20: if taskEnd then
21: taskId← taskId+ 1
22: Append the CNN with lowest loss estimated using ADWIN to F
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for

ODIP is extended to identify concept drifts in the incoming stream auto-
matically. ADaptive sliding WINdow (ADWIN) [3] is used as a task detector.
ADWIN has nice properties where it uses exponential histograms for memory
efficiency and discards the buffer related to the previous concept once confronted
with a drift. Every CNN in P pool has its ADWIN. They are updated with each
CNN’s loss after training. Once updated, a new task is identified if any ADWIN
detects a drift in the loss. Here a drift in the loss is assumed to be related to the
drift in the input stream. Algorithm 5 explains this training with automatic Task
Detection in detail. In the experiments, the effectiveness of ODIP was compared
against popular regularization baselines.
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Table 1: Datasets

Dataset Number of tasks Number of Classes Channels, H, W

CORe50 11 10 3, 32, 32
RotatedCIFAR10 4 10 3, 32, 32
RotatedMNIST 4 10 1, 28, 28

4 Experiments

The experiments attempt to understand the effectiveness of ODIP against pop-
ular regularization baselines. They also attempt to identify the effectiveness of
Task Predictors. Lastly, they attempt to determine the effectiveness of ODIP
with automatic Task Detection against regularization baselines.

Different versions of ODIP were compared against regularization baselines:
LwF and EWC. The replay methods were not considered in the baselines as the
setting avoids using a replay buffer. The baselines use CNNs with 4.3 times the
parameters (144234) than in ODIP experiments (33450). For ODIP, ResNet-18
was used as the static feature extractor and flattened last layer features were
used to train the TPs. Five types of TPs were used in the experiments: random,
Majority Vote (MV), NB, HT1, and OC2 with LR. Also, two types of vote
aggregation methods were considered in the experiments: WV and the use of
votes fromCNNbest. Furthermore, two variants of automatic Task Predictor were
considered in the experiments: α) include the best training CNN for prediction
when the frozen pool is empty, β) include the best training CNN for prediction
when the frozen pool is empty OR when the predicted network is related to the
current concept. P pool size forODIP was set to 6CNNs. In the experiments, we
also considered a hypothetical scenario ofODIP, where the task id is available at
evaluation, and it is used to determine the correct frozen CNN. This is presented
as the ”Tid known” in the results. This allows one to determine the hypothetical
upper bound of ODIP.

Three datasets were used in the experiments: CORe50 [15], RotatedCIFAR10,
and RotatedMNIST. With RotatedCIFAR10 and RotatedMNIST, 90°rotations
(0°, 90°, 180°, -90°) of the original images from CIFAR10 [10] and MNIST [11]
were considered separate tasks. Altogether there were four tasks in those two
datasets. With CORe50, 11 distinct sessions (8 indoor and 3 outdoor) of the
same object were considered separate tasks: tasks 0-2,4-8 indoor, tasks 3,9, and
10 outdoor. Here 10 object categories were considered as the class labels. In the
above datasets, all classes were presented in all the tasks. Such rearranging was
done to the original datasets to adhere to the ODI-CL definition described in
[17].

All experiments were run using Avalanche [16] Continual Learning platform.
Average accuracy and forgetting defined in [17] are used in the evaluation. All

1 Use skmultiflow[18] online versions of NB and HT
2 Online One-Class SVM. ODIP source code available at github.

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/sgd.html#sgd-online-one-class-svm
https://github.com/nuwangunasekara/ODIP
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(a) Naive Bayes (b) Hoeffding Tree (c) OC with LR

Fig. 2: Effectiveness of Task Predictors. ROC curves for predicted task id and
AUC scores for all the Task Predictors

Table 2: Average accuracy after training on the last task

dataset Baselines ODIP

EWC LwF Tid known Random MV HTWV OCWV NBWV NBNoWV NBTDα NBTDβ

CORe50 0.41 0.41 0.69 0.42 0.53 0.63 0.56 0.66 0.61 0.44 0.47
RotatedCIFAR10 0.44 0.48 0.48 0.38 0.45 0.44 0.46 0.43 0.40 0.40 0.42
RotatedMNIST 0.51 0.72 0.97 0.48 0.66 0.53 0.65 0.79 0.78 0.79 0.79

Avg 0.45 0.54 0.72 0.42 0.55 0.53 0.56 0.63 0.60 0.54 0.56

experiments were run three times, and relevant averages and standard deviations
were considered in the evaluation. The standard deviations were omitted from
this manuscript due to space constraints.

Table 2 contains the average accuracy of each method after training on the
last task. As one can see from the table, ODIP NBWV produces the best results.
ODIP Random and EWC seem to yield poor results. In general, all methods
with Weighted Voting produced good results compared to the two baselines.
However, weights from a good Task Predictor seem to boost the performance
significantly. Also, ODIP NBTDβ , which has automatic Task Detection, yields
better results than regularization baselines. It is also on-par or better than the
other ODIP methods, which use task ids, except for NB. Considering the hy-
pothetical ”Tid known” scenario, it is evident that just selecting the correct
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Table 3: Average forgetting after training on the last task

dataset Baselines ODIP

EWC LwF Tid known Random MV HTWV OCWV NBWV NBNoWV NBTDα NBTDβ

CORe50 0.10 0.07 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.20
RotatedCIFAR10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.03 0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 -0.01
RotatedMNIST 0.63 0.24 0.00 0.20 0.16 0.59 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

Avg 0.28 0.11 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.22 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.10

Fig. 3: Effectiveness of Naive Bayes as a TP. ROC curves and AUC scores for
predicted task id for each task.

frozen CNN is sufficient to outperform current baselines by a considerable mar-
gin. This is further evident in table 3, with ”Tid known” having a zero average
forgetting across all datasets after training on the last task. Note here that a
smaller average forgetting is better.
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To further understand the effectiveness of the Task Predictors, the predicted
task id was compared against the true task id in non-auto-TD mode against all
datasets. This comparison was made for all evaluation instances after training
on the last task. Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for predicted task id and the
relevant AUC scores for each TP on each dataset. According to the figure, it is
clear that NB is a better Task Predictor for all datasets. This further strengthens
the overall strongNB results in table 2. Figure 3 further explains the effectiveness
of NB as a Task Predictor when predicting each task in a given dataset. From
the per-task ROC curves and AUC scores, it is clear that NB performs similarly
on all the tasks for a given dataset. Nevertheless, it does perform slightly better
on certain tasks. This is evident in CORe50, with NB performing slightly better
for tasks 3,4,5,9, and 10. This suggests, in general, that NB is a good Task
Predictor.

5 Conclusion

The proposed ODIP produces competitive results for ODI-CL in comparison to
regularization-based approaches. The extended version can detect tasks in ODI-
CL automatically. ODIP with and without automatic Task Detection produces
competitive results compared to current popular regularization baselines: LwF
and EWC. This makes ODIP as a good replacement for regularization methods
in the ODI-CL setting. It could be further improved to have a fixed frozen pool
size. Then information from the Task Predictor could be used to identify the
CNN to train and then replace when the frozen pool is full.
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